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Title: National Anthem of Russia
Composer: Alexandrov, Alexander
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Style: National Anthems
Comment: The National Anthem of the Russian Federation is the name of the official national anthem of Russia. Its musical composition and lyrics were adopted from the anthem of the Soviet Union, composed by Alexander Alexandrov, and lyricists Sergey Mikhalkov and Gabriel El-Registan. The Soviet anthem was used from 1944, replacing The Internationale with a more Russian-centric song. The anthem was amended in 1956 to remove lyrics that had references to ... (more online)
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II
Ot ioujnykh moreï do poliarogo kraïa
Raskinoulis' nachi lesa i polia.
Odna ty na svete! Odna ty takaïa -
Khranimaïa Bogom rodnaïa zemlia!

III
Chiroki prostor dla metchy i dla jizni
Gryadouchtchie nam otkryvaïout goda.
Nam silou daïot nacha vernost' Ottchizne.
Tak bylo, tak est' i tak boudiet vsegda!